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Introduction
Thanks to their general anesthetic potency, alcohols are widely used in studies concerning the mechanism of anesthesia. The general anesthetic potency of primary aliphatic alcohols CnOH increases up to C11OH and then decreases, compounds longer than C13OH are nonanesthetic, i.e. the homologous CnOH series displays a cut-off in the anesthetic potency [1, 2] . The partition coefficient of CnOH between the lipid bilayer and the aqueous phase increases exponentially with the CnOH chain length n also in the region of cut-off [3] , the cut-off effect is therefore an exception to the Meyer-Overton rule, according to which the anesthetic potency should increase with the lipophility. This exception is frequently used as an indication that alcohols act by binding directly to sensitive target proteins, and not via their action on the lipid bilayer part of membranes. However, cut-off type dependencies are observed also in biocidal potencies of CnOHs, e.g. in the lethal activity against minnows [4] and bacteria [5, 6] , growth impairment in ciliate protozoan [7] and in the lethal action against 1st instar mosquito larvae [8] . An important pharmaceutical application of CnOHs is their use as penetration enhancers in transdermal drug delivery. Similarly to the effects earlier, the permeation enhancing effect increases with increasing chain length up to C10OH and decreases for alcohols with longer chains [9, 10] . The absorbance of bacteriorhodopsin in the purple membrane of Halobacteria is influenced by CnOH with the maximum effect at C11OH-C13OH [11] .
It is not excluded that some of the aforementioned effects can be caused directly or indirectly by dissolving of alcohol molecules in the lipid part of biomembranes and this is why interactions of alcohols with lipid bilayers and monolayers are widely studied.
2 H NMR studies concerning the effect of alcohols on structural properties of fluid DMPC bilayers revealed that C4OH decreases the ordering of the bilayers, unlike C8OH which has the opposite effect and longer chain alcohols which have little effect ( [12] and references therein). The chain-length-dependent effect of alcohols on EYPC and DPPC bilayers was observed in a fluorescent probe study: C5OH disordered the
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Biochimica et Biophysica Acta j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w. e l s ev i e r. c o m / l o c a t e / b b a m e m membrane at all depths but was more effective in the bilayer center than closer to the polar headgroups, C14OH was accommodated into the membrane without effect or with increased order and the effects of C10OH were intermediate between C5OH and C14OH [13] . In fluid SOPC bilayers, the insertion of short chain alcohols (C1OH-C4OH) results in the chain-length-dependent interfacial tension reduction with concomitant chain-length-dependent reduction in mechanical moduli and increase of area per SOPC molecule as observed by micropipette aspiration technique [14] . While the results of MD simulations suggest that insertion of short chain alcohol (C2OH) into fluid DMPC bilayers should increase the area per lipid and decrease the bilayer thickness and the ordering of the lipid, the long chain alcohols (C8OH, C10OH, and C14OH) should have opposite effects [15] . The Raman lateral chain order in DPPC bilayers is increased by C8OH and C18OH in the fluid lamellar phase, while C8OH decreases and C18OH increases this order in the gel phase ( [16] , and J. Cirák -personal communication). Although the effects of alcohols on structural and thermodynamic properties of the bilayers are small at clinical concentrations [17] , the bilayer lateral pressure profile can change significantly also at these concentrations. Results of lattice statistical thermodynamic calculations indicate that the incorporation of alcohols into a lipid bilayer selectively increases the lateral pressure near the aqueous interfaces and compensatively decreases it toward the center of the bilayer, moreover, a qualitative agreement with the anesthetic potency including the cut-off effect was observed [18, 19] . In the literature, the effects of short chain alcohols on the structure of DMPC, DPPC and DSPC bilayers are well documented [20, 21] . However, direct experimental data involving long chain alcohols are scarce and contradictory. Pope et al. [22] have found using SAXD that the increase of C8OH concentration in fluid DMPC lamellar phase results in the increase of surface area per DMPC molecule at the bilayer/water interface while the DMPC bilayer thickness remains approximately constant. On the other hand, the recent SAND study of the fluid DOPC lamellar phase indicates an increase in the surface area per DOPC in the presence of CnOH (n = 8-18), accompanied by a decrease in the bilayer thickness [23] . However, these diffraction experiments were done at relatively low hydrations, at 10 mol of water per mol of DMPC in [22] and at 14-20 mol of water per mol of DOPC in [23] , which might modulate alcohol effects. To the best of our knowledge, the only study at physiologically relevant high bilayer hydration is the SANS on DMPC ULVs in excess heavy water (P. Westh, personal communication): C6OH decreases the thickness of the fluid bilayer while C12OH increases it; the effect of C8OH is intermediate between these two, slightly decreasing the bilayer thickness.
Evidently, structural data for long chain alcohols are needed, especially in relation to lipid mechanisms of the cut-off which is observed at C10OH-C13OH as summarized earlier. We have therefore chosen to study the effects of long aliphatic alcohols, from C8OH to C18OH, on structural parameters of fluid bilayers in unilamellar PCPS vesicles. Unsaturated phospholipids are important constituents of biological membranes and due to their low transition temperature they are conveniently used as models of fluid bilayers in biological membranes, and unilamellar vesicles are topologically similar to cell membranes. We prepare unilamellar vesicles by extrusion. The small amount of DOPS present in DOPC bilayers charges the bilayer surface negatively and thus prevents oligolamellar vesicle formation during extrusion and vesicle aggregation after extrusion, while it does not affect the structure of DOPC bilayer itself [24] . Using SANS on unilamellar vesicles, we obtain the bilayer thickness, D, the bilayer polar region thickness, D H , and the bilayer hydrophobic region thickness, D C = D − 2D H , the lateral area of the unit cell consisting of a phospholipid molecule and a particular fraction of the alcohol at the bilayer-aqueous phase interface, A UC , and the number of water molecules per one phospholipid located inside the headgroup region, N W . Effects of alcohols on the transversal and lateral thermal expansivities of the bilayer are evaluated from the temperature dependencies of D and A UC , respectively. The trends of D and A UC observed experimentally are reproduced in coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of fully hydrated phosphatidylcholine bilayers with CnOH molecules inserted. The simulations provide additional insight from the molecular level of the alcohol effects on the bilayer.
Materials and methods

Materials
Synthetic DOPC and DOPS were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, USA) and used as received. CnOHs (n = 8-18 is the even number of carbons in the aliphatic chain) with 99% purity were purchased from Sigma (St. Luis, USA). The organic solvents of spectral purity were obtained from Slavus (Bratislava, Slovakia). Solvents were redistilled before use. Heavy water (99.96% 2 H 2 O) was obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).
Contrast variation samples
Required amounts of DOPC, DOPS and CnOH were weighted into a glass tube and mixed in a methanol-chloroform solution. The solvent was then evaporated under a stream of gaseous nitrogen and its traces removed by an oil vacuum pump. To prevent evaporation of CnOHs, samples were cooled down to −15°C during evacuation. The amount of dried sample was checked gravimetrically. Samples were hydrated with heavy water and homogenized by vigorous vortex mixing. Obtained stock dispersions were extruded 51 times through 200 nm, thereafter 51 times through 50 nm pores in carbohydrate filters (Nuclepore, USA) using LiposoFast Basic extruder (Avestin, Canada). Samples were prepared in Eppendorf plastic tubes using 0.5 ml of extruded stock dispersion and additional H 2 O and/or heavy water to reach total volume 1 ml and required 2 H 2 O/H 2 O contrast (100, 90, 80, 70, 60 and 50% heavy water). The final lipid concentration was 10 mg/ml. The concentration of CnOH in PCPS (DOPC:DOPS= 24.7 mol:mol) bilayers was calculated using the CnOH partition coefficients published in [3, 25, 26] .
Samples in heavy water
Stock solutions of DOPC, DOPS and CnOHs, respectively, were prepared in methanol-chloroform mixture. The required amount of lipid solution (10 mg lipid/sample) and appropriate amount of CnOH were transferred into particular glass tubes. The solvent was removed as described earlier. Dried samples were dispersed in heavy water. Samples were homogenized by vigorous vortex mixing and extruded shortly before SANS experiment as described earlier. The correction for CnOH partition between aqueous phase and PCPS bilayers was done using the partition coefficients from [3, 25, 26] .
SANS experiment
SANS measurements were performed at the PAXE spectrometer located at the extremity of the guide G5 (cold source) of the Orphée reactor at LLB Saclay [27] . The spectrometer was equipped with the xy position sensitive detector. The scattering data were acquired at two positions of the detector, corresponding to sample-detector distance 1.3 m and 5.05 m, respectively. The wavelength of neutrons was λ = 0.6 nm. The samples were poured into quartz cells (Hellma, Germany) to provide 1 or 2 mm sample thickness. The sample temperature was set and controlled electronically to ± 1°C. The acquisition time for samples prepared in heavy water was 30 min, for samples with heavy water contents 90, 80, 70, 60 and 50% it was 45, 60, 90, 105 and 120 min, respectively. The normalized SANS intensity I(q) as a function of the scattering vector modulus q was obtained as described in detail previously [28] .
SANS data evaluation
The experimental normalized SANS intensity I(q) as a function of the scattering vector modulus q was evaluated as described extensively earlier [29, 30] . It is supposed that extruded ULVs are polydisperse hollow spheres with the single bilayer separating the inside and outside aqueous compartments, and that the bilayer can be divided into three strips corresponding to two polar headgroup regions (one on each side of the bilayer) and the bilayer center spanning hydrocarbon region. The radii of strips are then as follows: R 0 -the inner radius of the bilayer and the inner radius of the inner polar strip, R 1 = R 0 + D H -the outer radius of the inner polar strip and the inner radius of the central hydrophobic strip, R 2 = R 1 + D C = R 0 + D H + D C -the outer radius of the central hydrophobic strip and the inner radius of the outer polar strip, and the outer radius of the outer polar strip equal to the outer vesicle radius
It is supposed further that the polydispersity of ULVs can be described by the Schulz distribution function, G(R), of vesicle radii R. The theoretical SANS intensity I theor (q) of such polydisperse ULVs is
where N P is the number density of particles, T(q) is the SANS spectrometer resolution function and I(R, q − q′) the structure factor of the vesicle with radius R. The structure factor is the square of form factor F(q) which is for the 3-strip model given by
where Δρ i (r) is the neutron scattering length density contrast of the i-th strip against the aqueous phase. The polar strip contrast against the aqueous phase is
where n PCPS , n CnOH and n W is the number of PCPS, alcohol and water molecules, respectively, located in the PCPS bilayer; V is the volume and B the coherent scattering length, and subscripts H, OH and W abbreviate PCPS headgroup, alcohol OH group and water, respectively; ρ W is the neutron scattering length density of aqueous phase. The contrast of the bilayer hydrophobic strip against the aqueous phase is
where the volume of PCPS and CnOH hydrocarbon part is V C =V PCPS − V H and V Cn =V CnOH − V OH , respectively, B C and B Cn are the corresponding coherent scattering lengths, and V PCPS and V CnOH are the PCPS and CnOH molecular volumes. It is evident from Eqs. (3) and (4), that water molecules are assumed to penetrate the polar strip only and that we treat PCPS as a single molecule, i.e. the weighted average value of scattering lengths is used. The PCPS headgroup volume (V H =321 Å 3 ) was calculated accordingly from the densitometric data in [31] and was used as invariant with temperature. Furthermore, we suppose that the CnOH hydroxyl groups and some water molecules are located in the polar strips. The hydrophobic volumes V C and V Cn were calculated using the methine, methylene and methyl group volumes. The volumes of CH and CH 2 groups were taken from Uhríková et al. [32] , the volume of the CH 3 group was calculated using the known lipid chain volume [31] . The volume of OH group of CnOHs located in the bilayer was determined previously by densitometry [31] . All component volumes were recalculated for particular temperatures using the thermal volume expansivities from [31] . The volume of water molecule was calculated as a weighted average of H 2 O and 2 H 2 O molecular volumes at given temperature [33] according to the sample contrast. The coherent scattering lengths were calculated using the known neutron coherent scattering lengths of nuclei [34] . Defining N W = n W /n PCPS , it is evident that
This equation provides a constraint between the three bilayer structural parameters D H , D C , and N W reducing the number of independent parameters to two. These structural parameters are obtained by the iterative fitting approach that results in the bilayer scattering length density profile. The experimentally obtained scattering curves I(q) are fitted with those calculated theoretically I theor (q) plus the q-independent constant background I b , using the function minimization and error analysis program Minuit (CERN Program Library entry D506). During the fitting, the D H value is usually constrained in case of I(q) data obtained with samples at a single contrast. However, this constrain is not needed when the sample is measured at several 2 H 2 O/H 2 O compositions and all SANS curves obtained are fitted simultaneously. The mean vesicle radius and vesicle size polydispersity are also obtained in the fitting, but these will not be discussed in the present work, because the bilayer local structure is the subject of most interest. For more details about the fitting procedure and for further references see recent papers of our group [29, 30] .
Using data from thermal measurements, the transversal (α D ) and lateral (α A ) coefficients of isobaric thermal expansivity of the PCPS + CnOH bilayers determined by equations
where T is the absolute temperature, were obtained by the nonlinear least squares fitting of the experimental data in the temperature range 20-51°C. Finally, we should like to note that the bilayer structural parameters are best obtained when employing several techniques simultaneously, as was recently demonstrated using a simultaneous analysis of SANS and SAXS data inspired by MD simulations [35] . Any partial data analysis, including that in the present paper, may provide biased absolute values of parameters. However, qualitative trends obtained from such results can be readily detected.
MD simulations
To characterize the structural changes induced in the bilayers by long aliphatic alcohols, we have simulated a fully hydrated phosphatidylcholine (PC) bilayer incorporating CnOHs at different concentrations and with variable chain lengths n = 8, 12, 16. All simulations described in this paper were carried out with the GROMACS molecular dynamics package [36] , using the MARTINI coarse-grained force field [37] . This coarse-grained representation is known to accurately reproduce the structural and dynamic properties of many lipids in the lamellar fluid state [35, 37, 38] . It has been also recently used to study the effects of short alcohols [39] or lysolipids [40] incorporated in DPPC bilayers, while a very similar coarse-grained representation was successful in reproducing the phase diagram of a DSPC bilayer containing short alcohols [41] .
Each individual PC lipid consists of five types of coarse-grained particles: two hydrophilic (type "Q 0 " and "Q a " modeling the choline and the phosphate moiety); two intermediately hydrophobic (type "N a " for the glycerol); and ten hydrophobic particles (type "C 1 " and "C 3 ") representing the two chains with 18 carbon units each. The less hydrophobic "C 3 " type is used to model the unsaturated bond. Since the C1 and C3 coarse-grained particles are built to represent four carbon units, the length of the PC tails is slightly longer in our model than those of DOPC at atomistic scale. The alcohols are represented by a polar "P 1 " head particle and one / two / three "C 1 " particles for the chains of the octanol / dodecanol / hexadecanol, respectively. The solvent is modeled by hydrophilic particles (type "P 4 ") each representing four real water molecules. All these coarse-grained particles interact via Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with different well depth parameters depending on a specific pair type. The electrostatic interaction between choline (charge +1e) and phosphate (charge −1e) particles is modeled by a screened Coulomb potential, while the connectivity and stiffness of the molecules are modeled by a set of elastic bonds and harmonic bending potentials. For explicit details of the interaction parameters we refer the reader to the original publications [37, 38] or to the web-site http://cgmartini.nl.
To create the starting configuration of the membrane with inserted alcohols, a number of randomly chosen lipids from a pure PC bilayer have been converted to alcohols. In all cases the same hydration level (16 coarse-grained water particles per lipid) was kept. For instance, a membrane with C16OH at CnOH: PC = 0.4 molar ratio consists of 5688 coarse-grained particles: 180 PC lipids, 72 C16OH molecules and 2880 coarse-grained water particles. Periodic boundary conditions in all directions have been employed. The bilayer, the alcohols and the water were independently coupled to a heat bath of T = 293 K (time constant τ t = 1 ps) while the system pressure was scaled semiisotropically to P = 1 bar both in the plane of the bilayer and perpendicular to the bilayer (time constant τ P = 1 ps and compressibility β = 4.5 × 10 − 5 bar − 1 ) [42] . The systems were simulated with a time step of 160 fs. After equilibration, a production run of 20 microseconds has been used for the analysis. The time reported in this paper is the effective time that accounts for the speeded-up dynamics specific to coarse-grained simulations (the effective time equals four times the actual simulation time [37] ). As a straightforward characterization of the lipid bilayers we have computed the area per lipid (A), the alcohol partial interfacial area (A A ), and bilayer thickness parameter (D PP ) for different alcohol concentrations and alcohol chain lengths. The notations A UC , A CnOH and D have been changed to better differentiate between the MD and the experimental results. A was measured as the area of the simulation box in the direction parallel to the bilayer plane, divided by the number of the lipids per monolayer. In the assumption that all the alcohol molecules are equally distributed in the monolayers, we have estimated the A A as
D PP was calculated as the distance between the two peaks in the distribution of the phosphate groups along the direction perpendicular to the bilayer. To characterize the relative orientation of the lipid chains inside the bilayer we have computed the uniaxial order parameter S for all the bonds between the coarse-grained chain particles:
where θ is the angle between the membrane normal and each individual bond. The averaging is done over all lipid chains and over time. Perfect parallel alignment is indicated by S = 1, perfect perpendicular alignment by S = −0.5 while a random orientation is characterized by S = 0.
Results and discussion
In the present work, we study several series of samples at several temperatures. Most of these samples were prepared at a single bilayeraqueous phase contrast (in heavy water) and at a single n CnOH : n PCPS = 0.4 molar ratio, mainly because of shortage of neutron beam time. The n CnOH :n PCPC = 0.4 molar ratio was selected because our previous diffraction [23] and volumetric [31] experiments indicated a phase separation at n C16OH :n PCPS N 0.5 molar ratio. For evaluation of SANS data obtained at the single contrast, the value of polar region thickness, D H , must be constrained as mentioned earlier. First experiments were therefore aimed to find whether the D H is dependent or not on the presence of CnOH. Consequently, pure PCPS vesicles and PCPS vesicles with the addition of C10OH and C16OH at n CnOH :n PCPS = 0.4 molar ratio were studied at six different indicating scattering on ULVs; the absence of any correlation peak in Kratky-Porod plots as well as in Fig. 1 is, therefore, an evidence that the prepared vesicles were unilamellar and did not contain an appreciable amount of paucilamellar or multilamellar vesicles, which could complicate further analysis. The absence of any correlation peak further confirms that the intervesicular interactions are negligible at the lipid concentrations and vesicle sizes used, in agreement with [24, 43] . The SANS data points for each sample and each contrast were obtained at two different detector positions; the data from these positions partially overlap in the region 0.04
. The small difference between these two data point sets is caused by different SANS spectrometer resolution functions at two different detector positions.
Bilayer polar region thickness
The SANS data were evaluated using the strip-model of the lipid bilayer as described earlier by the simultaneous fitting of experimental I(q) data obtained for one sample at all 2 H 2 O/H 2 O aqueous phase compositions. The best fits are shown in Fig. 1 by solid curves. The bilayer thickness D, the lateral area A UC of the unit cell consisting of a phospholipid PCPS "molecule" and a particular fraction of alcohol, and the number of water molecules N W per one PCPS molecule located inside the polar headgroup region determined in the fits will be discussed later. The headgroup volume V H needed for fitting is not known precisely. For example, the experimental values for phosphatidylcholines span the range from 319 Å 3 for DPPC at 24°C [44] to 331 Å 3 for DMPC at 10°C [45] , in solid-like bilayers in gel L β′ phase. Pabst et al. [46] note that "… the headgroup conformation is likely to depend on temperature, pressure, chain tilt …, or hydration …, which directly affects the headgroup dimensions, so that the volume of the PC headgroup in the L β′ phase is not evidently the same as in the L α phase. Hence a method which utilizes the assumption of a constant headgroup volume and size, respectively, and even relies on measurements of systems different from the situation of fully hydrated bilayers, can be justifiable, but certainly leads to a rough estimate…". In the previous paper from our group [32] , it was found that the V H value changes by less than 0.2% within the range of 20-40°C in fluid bilayers of monounsaturated diacylphosphatidylcholines, so the temperature effects can be neglected. Therefore, we use the value V H = 321 Å 3 obtained from our densitometric data for PCPS "molecule" The most crucial finding from our outer contrast variation experiments is that the polar region thickness of the PCPS bilayer slightly decreases after incorporation of CnOH molecules and that this decrease is a function of CnOH chain length, i.e. with increasing n the thickness D H decreases. Based on this finding and on assumptions that D H decreases linearly with increasing concentration of C10OH and C16OH and with n, we have calculated the PCPS polar region thickness for the other alcohols studied (Table 1) as well as for different n CnOH : n PCPS molar ratios (not shown). In the following evaluation, we use these D H values as fixed parameters. However, we should like to emphasize that qualitatively similar D, A UC and N W dependencies on CnOH chain length n and on n CnOH :n PCPS molar ratio as reported later were obtained when the polar region thickness was fixed to D H = 9.0 Å or to D H = 10.0 Å.
Bilayer thickness and surface area
Structural parameters of PCPS bilayers with intercalated alcohols, as obtained by fitting of experimental data from samples prepared at a single contrast (in heavy water) are displayed in Figs. 2, 3 (Table 1) . It is evident from these comparisons that the PCPS data coincide with the DOPC data in [29] and [35] within error margins, i.e. the small amount of DOPS in bilayers influences the bilayer thickness negligibly. The bilayer thickness was found to decrease with increasing CnOH molar ratio n CnOH :n PCPS in bilayers for all alcohols studied (C8OH and C16OH - Fig. 2, C12OH -Fig. 3 ). At the constant n CnOH :n PCPS = 0.4 molar ratio, the bilayer thickness increases with increasing CnOH chain length n reaching for C16OH and C18OH the D value of the pure PCPS lipid system within the experimental error (Fig. 4) . The results of contrast variation experiments fit well this dependence. The CnOH effect on the bilayer thickness can be explained simply by the mismatch between CnOH and PCPS hydrocarbon chain lengths -the intercalation of shorter alcohols into a lipid bilayer induces voids under their terminal methyl groups and these voids are filled-in with neighboring lipid acyl chains, what leads to a decrease in bilayer thickness. When longer alcohols are intercalated at the same bilayer concentration, their alkyl chains penetrate more deeply into the hydrophobic region and the change in bilayer thickness is smaller. Obviously, the actual change of thickness is dependent on the bilayer surface area.
The lateral area of the unit cell A UC at the bilayer-water interface, in the case of control sample without CnOH, is the molecular area of PCPS of control sample without CnOH, A PCPS . From the SANS data of PCPS vesicles in heavy water we evaluated A PCPS = 64.6 ± 0.7 Å 2 at 20°C when our preferred value V H = 321 Å 3 for PCPS was used; the variation in the headgroup volume from V H = 331 Å 3 to V H = 319 Å 3 changed this value by less than 1.4%. The molecular area of DOPC at 30°C found by Kučerka et al. [35] using the simultaneous SANS and SAXS data evaluation is A DOPC = 66.9 ± 1.0 Å 2 . Extrapolating this datum to 20°C by using the lateral thermal expansivity coefficient α A = 0.0029 K − 1 (see [49] and Eq. (7)), the value A DOPC = 65.0 ± [50] .
The lateral area of the unit cell A UC was found to increase with increasing CnOH molar ratio n CnOH :n PCPS in bilayers (C8OH and C16OH - Fig. 2, C12OH -Fig. 3 ). The steepness of the A UC increase differs between alcohols, where larger increase is found for longer CnOH chain lengths (C16OH N C12OH N C8OH). The lateral area A UC raises significantly at a constant n CnOH :n PCPS = 0.4 molar ratio and 20°C, in comparison with pure PCPS bilayers, already in the presence of the shortest alcohol studied (C8OH): A UC = 71.6 ± 0.9 Å 2 ; for longer alcohols further increase of A UC was observed, with a maximal value A UC =74.8±0.8 Å 2 obtained for C18OH (not shown). Jørgensen et al.
[51] concluded from the computer-simulation studies that the presence of foreign molecules in the bilayer leads to an increase in the fractional membrane area associated with the interfacial region. As discussed in more detail by Löbbecke and Cevc [52] , the presence of alcohol OH group in the headgroup region increases the effective lipid headgroup volume and induces a lateral expansion in the interfacial region. Our results are in agreement with these conclusions and allow quantifying this lateral expansion. Following the concept of mean partial molecular interfacial areas in bilayers discussed extensively by Edholm and Nagle [53] and the definition of A UC earlier, the bilayer surface area can be expressed as . These partial interfacial area values are compared in Fig. 4 with apparent molecular interfacial areas A CnOH calculated from A UC data at n CnOH :n PCPS = 0.4 molar ratios simply as A CnOH =(A UC − A PCPS )n PCPS /n CnOH . It is seen that A -CnOH = A CnOH within error margins. It is also seen that the molecular CnOH interfacial area in PCPS bilayers increases with the CnOH alkyl length linearly (r 2 = 0.98):
from the error weighted linear fit we obtained A CnOH = (6.9 ± 0.9) + (1.05 ± 0.06)·n in Å is due to the lipid headgroup: its interfacial area A PCPS is equal or larger than the sum of the areas of the hydrocarbon chain cross-sections, so that a small OH group of CnOH is located underneath at the lipid glycerol fragment -similarly to the umbrella model proposed for cholesterol in phospholipid bilayers [55] . In case of cholesterol, the mean molecular area determined by surface pressure measurements on pure cholesterol monolayers was 39 Å 2 [56] . After incorporation of cholesterol into monounsaturated bilayers in unilamellar vesicles a decrease of partial surface area to Ā Chol = 24 Å was observed by SANS [57] . The PCPS + CnOH samples prepared in heavy water at a single contrast were measured further at several temperatures between 20 and 51°C. All studied parameters, A UC , D and N w , showed at these temperatures tendencies similar to that found at 20°C, which is demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4 . In the presence of all studied alcohols the area of unit cell and number of water molecules were found to increase with temperature, while bilayer thickness was decreasing (data not shown). This is attributed, in general, to a continuous formation of trans-gauche rotamers within the hydrocarbon chains. Concomitantly, a decrease of the bilayer thickness and increase of the bilayer surface area arises from increased hydrocarbon chain mobility. These changes enhance fluctuations of the lipid bilayer that are accompanied by an intercalation of water molecules from the bulk water phase into the bilayer polar region. Fig. 5 shows the expansivity coefficients evaluated from experimental data as a function of the carbon number in the alcohol chain. For the reference PCPS system a lateral expansivity coefficient α A =(268± 42) · 10
pure DOPC bilayers by Pan et al. [49] . In the presence of C8OH, α A was not significantly changed, but it was decreasing as a function of the alcohol chain length reaching the minimum value for C18OH, α A = (229± 14) · 10
. The isobaric transversal expansivity coefficient of the PCPS system was α D = −(109± 16) · 10
, what agrees well with α D = −(100 ± 2)· 10 − 5 K − 1 found previously for pure DOPC by SAXD [58] . C8OH decreased slightly the transversal expansivity of the bilayer, while longer alcohols increased it. Maximal increase was observed in the presence of C18OH, α D = −(90.5 ± 6.2) · 10
. It follows that the effect of alcohols on the thermal behavior of the bilayer depends significantly on the alcohol chain length -longer alcohols stabilize the bilayer against the temperature effects more than short alcohols.
Coarse-grained molecular simulations
Starting from initial configurations in which a number of lipids from the PC bilayer were randomly replaced by alcohol molecules, the systems quickly equilibrate. The alcohols diffuse mainly laterally inside one of the two leaflets, but they are also able to cross the hydrophobic core of the bilayer by a flip-flop mechanism. The residence time of the alcohols inside a leaflet was found to be of the order of 600 ns, with only a small dependency on alcohol chain length and concentration. Only a small fraction of the C8OH molecules have been observed occasionally entering the water phase and subsequently returning into the membrane. Representative snapshots from the simulations are shown in Fig. 6 . No segregation is observed to occur between the alcohols and the lipids, in line with the results from our experiments at the studied concentration (0.4 CnOH molar ratio in the bilayer).
In all of the systems, the alcohol molecules are preferentially positioned with their polar headgroups embedded in the lipid headgroup region, close to the glycerol moieties, while their chains are configured similarly to the lipid chains. The exact location of the alcohol headgroups is depicted in red in Fig. 7 , in which the partial densities of glycerol, choline and phosphate beads are shown for the pure DOPC membrane (dashed lines) and for the PC bilayer with octanol incorporated (solid lines). The alcohol insertion in the bilayer reduces the distance between any two similar peaks in the figure, decreasing thus the membrane thickness.
The computed values of the membrane thickness are reported in Table 2 . The simulation data reflect the distance between the two In an attempt to separately estimate the thickness of the polar and the hydrophobic regions we have calculated the partial density (perpendicular to the membrane plane) of all the choline and phosphate beads from one leaflet (Fig. 8A) , and of the lipid chain beads (Fig. 8B) . For all types of alcohols included in the bilayer, a decrease is observed in the width of the distribution of the lipid polar headgroups, as for the experimental measured D H , but the length dependence of this decrease is not evident from the MD data. In Fig. 8B , the density of the lipid chain beads is plotted, separately for the two leaflets. When C8OH molecules are present in the bilayer, the total width of the two leaflet distributions decreases compared to pure PC -an effect amplified with increasing alcohol concentration (data not shown). At the concentrations employed in this study no interdigitation of the chains from the two monolayers took place, as illustrated in the central, overlapping part of the distributions. The thickness decrease is less evident when C12OH and C16OH are considered. Since their chains are longer, they do not create as much extra space, to be filled by the lipid acyl chains, as the C8OH molecules do.
The alcohol insertion in the bilayer also generates more space for the lipid headgroups and the area per lipid consequently increases. Our calculated values for the A (gathered in Table 2 ) are in excellent qualitative agreement with the reported experimental A UC values (cf. Fig. 3 ). The area increases both with the alcohol concentration and with the alcohol chain length. Table 2 includes also the mean partial Fig. 7) we have estimated that, on average, only about 3% of the alcohol molecules are located in the middle of the bilayer during the simulation. This may cause a slight underestimation of their partial area, but not enough to account for the difference with respect to the area of crystalline alcohols. The umbrella model therefore seems to be in place.
To shed more light on the effect of alcohols at the molecular level, we have computed the order parameter S of all the bonds along the lipid chains. The obtained order parameters for the lipid bonds are compared in Fig. 9 for the systems at CnOH:DOPC = 0.4 molar ratio. An additional case for C8OH at 2.0 molar ratio is included to emphasize the observed trend. The alcohols increase the order parameter S of the lipid chain bonds near the lipid headgroups and decrease or unaffect it at their ends. The separation between these two differently affected regions depends on the mismatch between the alcohol and lipid chain lengths. This behavior is in good agreement with the results for the order parameter obtained for DMPC and C8OH by NMR experiments of Pope and Dubro [59] . C8OH increases only the order parameter of the chains near the glycerol region (GL-C1 bonds) since the C8OH molecules are mainly located in this region. The rest of the lipid chains have more free space to fill and even to kink back from the bilayer center (S decreases). Consequently, the bilayer thickness decreases compared with pure DOPC. At the other limit, C16OH molecules, while also creating additional space in the headgroup region, increase the order parameters almost along the entire lipid chain. Therefore the hydrophobic thickness increases, explaining the overall increase in the total membrane thickness compared to the bilayer with C8OH. The CnOH effect on the bilayer thickness can be explained by the mismatch between CnOH and PCPS hydrocarbon chain lengths, as confirmed with coarse-grained MD simulations, where all CnOHs studied were found to increase the order parameter of the lipid chains near the lipid headgroups and decrease or unaffect it at their ends, depending on CnOH chain length.
Conclusions
Our results can be well interpreted in connection with the cut-off effect observed for anesthetic and biocidal potencies of CnOHs. To evaluate the effect of the CnOHs actually located in the bilayer, one has to take into account the partition coefficient K p of the studied CnOHs. K p exponentially increases with CnOH chain length from K p~1 .4 · 10 4 for C8OH up to K p~1 .0 · 10 10 for C18OH [3, 25, 26] . Thus, at a constant CnOH concentration in the sample one would get instead of linearly increasing dependence of D on n a cut-off type dependence with an extreme at intermediate chain length. Therefore, we can suggest, that the CnOH chain length dependent changes in the membrane bilayer thickness could also play a role in their anesthetic and biocidal activities.
Lateral area of the unit cell A UC is significantly increased from initial 64.6 ± 0.7Å 2 (at 20°C) already in the presence of C8OH at 0.4 molar ratio; further increase is observed with longer CnOHs and at higher molar ratios. Hereby, the partial surface area A CnOH of alcohol molecules in PCPS bilayer was found to linearly increase with the alkyl chain length. The partial interfacial area A CnOH ≤ 20Å 2 obtained for CnOHs with n ≤ 10 is surprisingly low, as the mean surface area 18.8 Å 2 is typical for crystalline states of alkanes and~20 Å 2 for solid rotator phase of alkanes. From the biological point of view it seems to be interesting, that this anomaly appears with CnOHs which have anesthetic and biocidal acivities and therefore might be also connected with the cut-off effect discussed in the Introduction. The experimental trends of D, A UC and A CnOH observed were reproduced with MD simulations of PC bilayers with alcohol molecules inserted. Simulations further showed that the alcohols are preferentially positioned with their OH groups embedded close to the glycerol moieties of the lipid headgroups. According to this, we suppose that the anomaly in A CnOH is caused by the lipid headgroup, which interfacial area is larger or equal comparing to the sum of hydrocarbon chains cross-section areas, so that a small alcohol OH group is located underneath at the lipid glycerol fragment, in analogy to the "umbrella" model suggested for cholesterol location in bilayers.
With increasing temperature, the area of the unit cell A UC and the number of water molecules N W per phospholipid in the headgroup region were found to increase, whereas the bilayer thickness decreases. Coefficient of lateral expansivity, α A = (268 ± 42) · 10 
